State of Arizona
COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT
Disposition of Complaint 18-213
Judges:

Complainant:
ORDER
The complainant alleged three superior court judges engaged in fraud and
corruption.
The responsibility of the Commission on Judicial Conduct is to impartially
determine if a judicial officer engaged in conduct that violated the provisions of
Article 6.1 of the Arizona Constitution or the Code of Judicial Conduct and, if so, to
take appropriate disciplinary action. The purpose and authority of the commission
is limited to this mission.
The commission does not have jurisdiction to review the legal sufficiency of a
judicial officer’s rulings. In addition, the commission found no evidence of ethical
misconduct and concluded that the judicial officers did not violate the Code in this
case. Accordingly, the complaint is dismissed in its entirety, pursuant to Rules 16(a)
and 23(a).
Commission member Art Hinshaw did not participate in the consideration of
this matter.
Dated: October 18, 2018

Copies of this order were distributed to all
appropriate persons on October 18, 2018.

This order may not be used as a basis for disqualification of a judge.
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This complain to that I am filing is against judge
.

It appears that the of these
Division at the

And also judge

and also

have been taking part in some sort of Fraud or corruption within the
in
.

Together these listed in this complaint, should be held accountable for the violation of my civil rights
under the 14th amendment also for the violation of due process under the 14th amendment Also for
failure to observe oath and bond by violating local federal and state statutes.

When a judge acts intentionally and knowingly to deprive a person of their constitutional rights the
judge exercises no discretion or individual judgment. He acts no longer as a judge but as a minister of
his own Prejudices. (386 U.S. 547, 568)
A Judge is liable for injury caused by a ministerial act and to have immunity the judge must be
performing a judicial function. [See ex parte Virginia, 100 U.S. 339, 2 Harper & James. The Law of Torts
1642-1643 (1956) ]
The presence of malice And the intention to deprive a person of his civil rights is wholly incompatible
with the judicial function. When the state in the instant case is one of the perpetrators and violators
there can be no expectation of just indeed any relief from it. The state cannot cause a federal violation,
and then try to prohibit lit against from seeking redress in the federal courts for those same Violations.
The state cannot violate our fundamental rights, and then trying to have us dismissed out of federal
court even for seeking Vindication of those rights.
Further, judicial immunity does not exist for judges who engage in criminal activity, for judges who
connive with, aid and abet the criminal activity of another judge, or 2A judge for damages sustained by a
person who has been harmed by the judges connivance with aiding and abetting Another judges
criminal activity. In this case it seems as though there has been Some conspiring an ex parte
communications going on between the other party
the petitioner, and the is listed in this
complaint. For them to allow
to get away with not serving me where mailing other documents
that he files within the court as copies to me that is against this court's rules and procedures for For
.

Also judge
has approved a fraudulent child support order that
has filed without my
knowledge therefore not giving me a fair chance to even object. The current child support order that is
in place is far below the state of Arizona's guidelines for child support and it goes based off of
is
worksheet that is fraudulently done as he has gotten a raise and this was noticed after our trial date of
in which I Objected to and filed a motion asking to set aside orders based on Fraud and
based on the ex parte communication between the judge and
. But of course because it's him
judge
that's taking part in this he denied my motion therefore eliminating the possibility for me
to be able to appeal because in that motion I had asked for more time. It is said that pro se litigants are
not to be held to the same standard as attorneys when filing these motions and I had stated that I had
provided the other party with copies through the US mail and did everything that I was capable of doing
so as my right to be employed or have a job was violated by what was ordered in this child support
order.I don't feel that I will ever be given a fair chance to file And to be heard in
court
because there is a ring of judges that are protecting one another from People like me who will fight and
defend their rights. By judge
signing this child support and and in accepting this as an order is
fraud upon the court when any other party fraudulently files something in an attempt to make the
court rule wrongly in their favor and the court does they have participated in front of the court and I
seek to have this judicial commission charge this judge with all the wrong doings that he has caused me
because he has taken my children and I out of an established residence in which we've had over a year
he has caused us to become homeless potentially because there is no state aid available to help me in
such a short notice and without me having family or friends here that I can turn to this act in which they
have both Taken part in is just sick and cruel. It almost appears as though there is some sort of money
bribe or conspiracy of some sort going on because when I confronted
about this issue it's almost
like he is certainly positive that this will never get reversed as I had expressed to him that I was going to
petition the court to get this changed. I have yet to get it changed because in the process of preparing
these documents I have learned that judge
has now
because when
I filed a complaint with the
over this issue because I felt that there was more
going on than what I would be getting protection from this judicial commission because I'd how do I
know that you guys aren't even trying to protect these judges? When I filed the complaint with the
I received a call on
in which came up private on the Caller ID it was a
man who gave his name as
. I asked again what is name was he again told me
I said no I
want your 1st name not your last and he said oh it's
. Now learning that there is a
that is in our
courts as a judge I'm not to sure what to believe anymore and I don't feel
safe I feel very violated and I feel that nothing that I do or say is going to reach the proper people in
order for me to be protected by this kind of crime or corruption. I also list
in this
complaint because it seems that him being the one who has signed and
all of the things
that are filed by myself or
I feel that it is his discretion to allow such things to be filed and for them
to know that my address is protected therefore
is to be giving copies to the court in order for them
to file or serve me with and it's not happening there's a reason for this and I feel that all of
I listed are judges within the court and I feel that they're protecting one another and conspiring against
me to give
whatever he wants and for the court to order or rule in favor of him.. His petition
should have never been filed in the 1st place there is never been a continuing circumstance in order for
him to be able to file something like this when he voluntarily quit his job in
therefore decreasing
his pay and his time with
on his own free will. I testified to this fact in our trial and I also
testified to the fact that he has been fraudulent Li filing things and also filing false
and police

reports against me in hopes to gain A better position for himself within our case. I feel that judge
has blatantly disregarded all evidence that I filed all testimony and has ruled on our case with a set of
rules of his own . I understand that these
court judges have wide discretion in order to roll upon
these cases but what he has done Is he has taken part in a criminal scheme and I refuse to even file
anything at this point in time which is taking away from my time to be able to appeal again because of
the sick Corruption that is going on within this court.

Everything that I have filed thus far on my case has been denied. Judge
has allowed court
to threaten me to fail to conduct interviews and read my documents in
which words necessary in the whole reason for The court appointed adviser to be appointed in the 1st
place it was her job to meet when both parents and to conduct interviews that were equal without any
bias. The cost was
per person me being unemployed I paid my fair share because I thought we
Had to when it came time for
to do his he got it OK By the court not to pay his share in which that
was another ex parte communication that he took part in with judge
and failed to provide me
copies of everything he filed and the judge also failed to notify me and that was accepted as well. Had I
been given copies were provided the documents that he filed I would have known that it was OK for me
to object or I would have been able to ask for a refund myself therefore I brought this up at our trial
asking for the
to be refunded to me because
conducted a one sided investigation in
which she only interviewed the other party and his witness his mother failed to provide me with a copy
of the report she failed to interview my witnesses and she failed to read my documents therefore I
asked for a refund and the judge denied that. I also wanted to file a report against
because
threatened me I
right before our court date in time that we had to be there she
threatened me saying
. Right from then on I knew that there was something wrong and I knew that this was all one
sided for a reason like I said I feel that there's some sort of bribe or there's some sort of conspiracy
against me to give
whatever he wants and to rule in his favor I also asked for her credentials to be
able to file the report and the judge denied that dismissing her from our case and I felt that he did this
just so I wouldn't find out who she truly was or that she didn't have the proper education
because she doesn't even
. I have a right to know who is Coming into my home and in a sense possibly interviewing
and getting into our personal life as it stated on the requirements
and I feel that judge
has Abused his discretion in dismissing
from our case without
giving me that information. I have also found out that
were
therefore I know they have some sort of friendship or something going on especially that
they're in the
in the
even andI have also since been made
aware that
as it shows when I did a
search for
to find out who they were and if there wasAny sort of
of some sort this is what I found therefore I do know that
have chins being the
I do believe in
for my case I do believe that there is a lot of
bias and a lot of discrimination towards me therefore that is why I'm filing this Report.
If this judicial commission would like to seek more information for me I will gladly testify to the same
information that is in this notice or complaint or I will gladly provide you with more details if necessary
but it is very important that this information be looked into thoroughly and in fact I'm not quite sure

that you will understand cause I know it seems like it's kind of jumping around a lot but this complaint is
important to me because I need to be able to file things within this court feel safe within this court and
as of now I don't. Judge
has also allowed the other
to threaten me in the court
room after our court date on
in fact filed a motion to close the court room to
the public because I felt that I needed to be there in person and I needed to feel that I could testify or
get up on the stands and feel safe and comfortable and have a fair trial but he denied this motion as well
didn't even rule upon it until the day of our hearing
therefore I don't feel I was given a
fair trial because he allowed that person to be in the court room to where I felt intimidated humiliated
and unsafe.

Coming to a close was the under advisement ruling in which I had testified on
to the
fact that
had been hurting
medicating
with medicine for
without telling
anybody he only told me the day that
afraid he was going to get caught. The same
situation happened to a family in
and the
had ruled with
medication that my
even though it was in the past he still shows signs that he
is unable to
making those kind of decisions in the 1st place especially with a history of
domestic violence a history of alcohol abuse therefore I testified and I asked for so custody and judge
had given us
joint legal decision making instead the case that I reference is
Therefore again abusing his discretion. I understand that judge
doesn't have
training or never studied
therefore I don't feel he should be making decisions when it
comes time to making ruins for the
.

I am not trying to appeal the decisions he’s made because I know that is not the place for this to be
going on what I am doing is laying out there for you to all see what he has done what he has ruled on
and what is not doing properly within that
. It is my right to file this complaint and to not
have any backlash from doing so it is my right to voice my concern over the that are listed in this
complaint as it does come down to making this judge rule in my case therefore all of them and my
ex need to be brought out to the light because it is affecting this judge and it is affecting the way that
he handles and manages cases. I promise that everything I have mentioned in this complaint is true to
the best of my ability with what space and time I have and as best as I can bring pro se …..I have to be
able to file this and im positive I did my nest I msy have left parts out but this has my mind spinning as
to what needs to be done how needs to be done when etc. Im a
no time for games and
this game they want to play is against what this court says its rules of procedures are. there is a lot
more But like I said I feel like I'm wasting my time because I don't feel that I will get any relief or
Justice because of who I'm complaining to I feel like you guys might be protecting these judges as well
therefore if you have any questions or concerns please contact me so that way I can further provide
details if necessary I know it seems like a lot but there is is a lot that's happened and I will be glad to
provide you with any other information you might need in order to Conduct a thorough investigation.
I feel that the media needs to be aware because I feel that the public needs to be aware of what is
actually going on with in this
. I have read and I have researched I have spent countless
hours behind this computer and in libraries trying to justify if I was making proper claims of judicial

misconduct and I am 100%. How you guys take this and how it's investigated will also give me more
insight on just what is going on therefore I pray and I hope that Justice is given to me and to others
and I pray that this complaint is taken seriously 250%.If any of these judge dont have training in this
area for division within the court and what in the h*** are they doing making decisions for
how is it possible that these judges are able to sit on that bench and tell who is better fit to be a
parent when they haven't even studied anything about domestic violence about parental alienation
about how style aggressive parenting I am appalled at the events that have taken place by this judge
and by others I've listed and I can only pray that I see the end real soon to this nightmare.

Sincerely,

